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SPADEFOOT toad red-eyed 
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LEOPARD
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RED 
salamander
RED
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TIGER 
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ROUGH 
skinned newt

SPOTTED 
salamander

AMERICAN
toad

STRAWBERRY poison frog
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AMPHIBIAN FILL-INS

These two bears want to play 
an April Fools’ joke on their 
friends by pretending to be 

amphibians! Turn them into a 
toad and a newt by changing 
just one letter in each step. 

(The clues will help you.) 
  
 

These two bears want to play These two bears want to play 
an April Fools’ joke on their 
friends by pretending to be 

AMPHIBIAN FIBBERS   
 

a male pig  __   __   __   __  
sound a lion makes  __   __   __   __   

another word for street  __   __   __   __   

__   __   __   __  something a heart does
__   __   __   __  greatest
__   __   __   __  a bird’s home

8  10   1    2   8   4   6   5   9   4   3   7   3
__  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  

All of the animals pictured here are amphibians (am-FIB-ee-unz).
That means they lead a double life—first as water animals 
and later as land dwellers. 

LEOPARDLEOPARD
frogfrogfrogfrog

LEOPARDLEOPARD
frogfrog

BULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROGBULLFROG

That means they lead a double life—first as water animals That means they lead a double life—first as water animals That means they lead a double life—first as water animals That means they lead a double life—first as water animals That means they lead a double life—first as water animals 
and later as land dwellers. and later as land dwellers.                                                 Fill in one word from each of their 
names (the word in all CAPITAL LETTERS) in the rows below. 
Use the number of spaces and letter clues to help you.
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When these amphibians hatched from eggs in 
the water, they looked nothing like their parents. 

As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. 

ROUGHROUGHROUGH
skinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newtskinned newt
ROUGHROUGHROUGH
skinned newtskinned newtskinned newt

8 10  1   2  8   4  6  5  9  9  4  3  7  3
__  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  

As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. As they grew, they developed lungs and legs for life on land. 
Write the letters from the green boxes on their numbered 
lines below to find out what this transformation is called.

T    O    A    D

B    E    A    R
something a heart doessomething a heart does

B    E    A    R

N    E    W    T
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FLIES SPRING 
RIBBIT 

HOP 

CROAKED 

WATER

JUMPING

TONGUE
BUTTERFLIES

I’m Frieda. 
I jumped 3 feet !   I jumped 3 feet !   

SWWWWWE R SAN

333

                   Some frogs 
                    can leap 
                   more than 

their own body lengths!

FROG 
  FACT

their own body lengths!their own body lengths!
40times 
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Spotted salamanders 
are secretive. They 
spend most of their 
lives hidden under 
leaves, rocks, or in 
other animals’ 
burrows. 
other animals’ 
burrows.                  How many 
can you spot in this 
scene?  ____ 

SPOT          SALAMANDERS
Spotted salamanders Spotted salamanders 

                  SS�E 

A   ____ Tadpole 
     develops lungs 
     and starts to 
     grow hind legs. 

D   ____ Tadpole wriggles from 
     egg. It has feathery gills 
     and a long tail.

B   ____ Tail disappears.
     Tadpole is now an 
     adult frog.

E   ____ Tail 
     becomes 
     shorter.

C   ____ Front 
      legs form.

Frannie jumped 
  1 foot less than 
    Fritz.  ____ 

        Francis jumped 
2 more feet than Frieda.  ____ 

A 
TALE

 A   A   A   ____
     develops lungs      develops lungs 

AAALELELE
TADPOLE’S 

 
                      These six pictures 
                      show the life cycle 
  of a frog. But, uh-oh, they’re 
  all mixed up.
  of a frog. But, uh-oh, they’re   of a frog. But, uh-oh, they’re   of a frog. But, uh-oh, they’re   of a frog. But, uh-oh, they’re   of a frog. But, uh-oh, they’re   of a frog. But, uh-oh, they’re 
  all mixed up.  all mixed up.  all mixed up.  all mixed up.  all mixed up.  all mixed up.                          Number them in
  the correct order to get the 
  story straight.

F   ____ Each frog egg starts out as 
      a tiny dark spot surrounded 
      by a thick layer of clear, 
      protective jelly.

444

    Frank jumped 
  1 foot more than 
Francis.  ____ 

Fred jumped 2 
  fewer feet than 
    Frank.  ____ 

    Fritz jumped half as 
far as Fred.  ____ 

LEAPFROG

               Use the clues 
to find out how many 
feet each one jumped.

Frieda Frog and her 
friends have long back 
legs that are packed 
with muscles.                  

Some frogs Some frogs 
                    can leap 
                   more than                    more than                    more than 

FROG 
  FA  FA  F CT                   more than                    more than                    more than 

40timess

               Use the clues Use the clues 
to find out how many to find out how many 
feet each one jumped.feet each one jumped.feet each one jumped.feet each one jumped.

legs that are packed legs that are packed 
with muscles.                  with muscles.                  with muscles.                  with muscles.                  with muscles.                                           That 
makes them expert 
leapers! 

What did the frog do when
it heard a funny joke? 
It _____ up. 

What do you get 
when you cross a 
rabbit with a frog? 
A bunny _____.

What did the 
nervous frog say 
before its math test? 
“I have _____ in my 
stomach.”

111

What happens when two frogs 
go for the same meal? 
They get _____ tied.555 What did the bus driver 

say to the frog? 
“_____ on!” 666

Why are frogs good 
baseball players?  
They catch a lot of _____.222

     
   R

IBBITING RIDDLESUse the words 
on the lily pad below to answer

 the froggy riddles. Careful—
there are extras!

Frogs are in trouble. There aren’t as 

many of certain species as there once 

were, and a few kinds have gone 

extinct. But you can help them by 

participating in Save the Frogs Day 

on April 26. Go to savethefrogs.com 

to learn more. Hop to it! 

Amphibian Fill-Ins:  
1-strawberry, 2-spadefoot, 
3-spotted, 4-bullfrog, 
5-leopard, 6-treefrog, 7-tiger, 
8-American, 9-rough, 10-red
BONUS: metamorphosis 
(met-uh-MOR-fuh-sis)
Amphibian Fibbers: BEAR→
BOAR→ROAR→ROAD→TOAD. 
BEAR→BEAT→BEST→
NEST→NEWT.  
A Tadpole’s Tale: 1-F, 2-D, 3-A, 
4-C, 5-E, 6-B 
Ribbiting Riddles: 1-croaked, 
2-flies, 3-butterflies, 4-ribbit, 
5-tongue, 6-hop
Leapfrog: Frannie-1, Frank-6, 
Fritz-2, Fred-4, Francis-5
Spot the Salamanders: 32
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